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METHODS

116
In this study, for a multiscale computational approach, (1) at the atomistic level, we used were obtained from the X-ray fiber diffraction structure reported in the RCSB protein data bank, as in (Deriu et al. 2012 ) (Fig. 1b) . A repeat-unit of F-actin was placed in a rectangular box of 13 140 nm × 13nm × 37.5nm (Fig. 1c) , with long axis parallel to z. Periodic boundary conditions were 141 activated on xyz ( Fig. 1d ), maintaining along x and y a distance between the filament and its 142 periodic images of at least 2 nm. The SPC model was used to simulate water molecules in the 143 box. 5000 steps of energy minimization were applied using the steepest descent algorithm and a 144 position restrain MD of about 50 ps was performed in isothermal-isobaric ensemble with the 145 protein backbone restrained by a force constant of 1000 kJ mol -1 nm -2 . The NVT simulations 146 were performed in a NVT ensamble at 300 K for 12 ns, as in (Deriu et al. 2012 (Fig. 2b) , due to the repositioning of SD1 relative to SD1 of monomers i and i+1 (Fig. 2c ). This 228 effect is consistent with the role that bound cations have in increasing the rigidity of SD1, which 229 causes its shift (Nyitrai 1999 Cation saturation increases variability in dihedral angle and nucleotide cleft size
252
The dihedral angle (indicated by an arrow in Fig. 3a ) decreased in the range 0.7-1.4% for ATP-,
253
ADP-and ADP-Pi-filaments (Fig. 3b) configurations with only the high-affinity site occupied (Fig. 3b ). This effect is opposite to that actin also led to enhanced variability in inter-strand distances between SD4/SD1 (Fig. 2d ).
286
The variation in extensional rigidity between the different nucleotide and nucleotide/ cation(s)
287
bound forms reflected changes in bending rigidity, except for Ca 2+ saturation, where ADP-F-
288
actin was more rigid in extension than ATP-F-actin (Fig. 4a) . Values for flexural and extensional 289 rigidities of each system are given in Supplementary Table 3 .
290
The variance of the root mean square distance of the monomer subunits α-carbons from the properties of the actin structure from the molecular rearrangement of monomer subunits in F-339 actins up to strain-induced stiffening of a network composed of numerous F-actin filaments.
340
Advantages of this computational approach arise from passing information from one level of 341 modeling to the other, thus enabling us to study the actin structures at multiple temporal and 342 spatial scales. the filaments which mirror the changes in rigidity (Fig 4a, c) . (Murakami et al. 2010 ) at the output of MD was ADP-Pi-G-actin (RMSD 3.6 Å, see Table S5 ). was tightly bound to ATP-F-actin, the dihedral angle was reduced (Fig. 3b) . This unflattened in the subunit average dihedral angles (Fig. 2b) , and consequently to thinner ADP-F-actins with 380 decreased rigidity (Fig. 4a) .
381
In general, saturation of cation binding sites induced a change in the persistence length of F-actin 382 from 3.5 to 4 µm, depending on the nucleotide and nucleotide/cation(s) (Fig.4) 2) can be used. In the case of NMA, the filament is not clamped, so the correspondent boundary Considering the bending modes, the corresponding solution for a filament free to vibrate in a 498 three dimensional space is given by:
with wave number w n given by the relation:
With negligible viscous drag, the amplitude a n of the n th mode is determined by the initial 506 conformation of the filament.
507
Considering the stretching modes, the corresponding solution is given by: Once extracted the normal modes and the related frequencies, the mechanical proprieties are 517 calculated by applying linear elastic beam theory.
518
A linear elastic beam has constant stiffness when bending, k f , or stretching, k s . This constant 519 stiffness is related to the eigenvalue of the correspondent modes of motion as follows.
520
The bending modulus Y f is calculated as: where k s is the extensional stiffness, A is the cross-sectional area of the filament (~ 19.6 nm 2 ).
531
The persistence length l p , is related to the bending stiffness k f , the Boltzmann constant k B , and the 
547
With the rotation translation block approach, the full hessian matrix, H, is expressed in a basis, The corresponding atomic displacements of all C α -atoms of the system are given by: The eigenvectors can be expanded back to the atomic space using the transpose of the projector 562 P.
564
Brownian Dynamics simulations of a crosslinked actin filament network 565 In the network model, actin filaments are modeled as semiflexible polymers represented by a 566 series of cylindrical segments connected by elastic hinges, and actin crosslinking proteins
567
(ACPs) are modeled as a pair of cylindrical segments connected by elastic hinges (Fig.1g) .
568
Harmonic potentials describe the extension and bending of both ACPs and actin filaments: are updated using the Euler integration scheme: are averaged over the 13 monomers of the filament repeat unit.
609
The inter-strand distance between SD4 and SD1 was reduced by 9.40% in both nucleotide-bound 610 forms of F-actin (Fig. 2d) , representing a reduction in filament diameter. In particular, the SD1 611 domains of opposite monomers (monomers i and i+1) were 5.85% closer in ATP-F-actin and 612 6.54 % closer in ADP-F-actin (Fig. 2c) , showing that the opening of the nucleotide binding cleft 613 due to ATP hydrolysis did not prevent opposite subunits from coming closer together.
614
The average distance between SD4 and SD3 of adjacent subunits in opposite strands (monomers respect to the ADP-bound systems (Fig. 2e) . The hydrophobic loop (HL loop, including residues 632 262-274) to which the DB loop binds between adjacent intra-strand subunits did not show 633 discernible differences in terms of RMS fluctuations between the various systems, and presented 634 an average value of 1.58 ± 0.08 Å. In SD1 of all filaments, the C-terminus (residues 370-375)
635
was slightly more mobile than the N-terminus (residues 1-21). respectively.
642
For ADP-bound filaments, the increase of the mass center distances between SD2 and SD4 was Stress at 60% strain (Pa)
